GAS RECOVERY/FLARE MANAGEMENT & CLEAN FUEL

Master Gas System
The Kingdom’s Master Gas System (MGS)

The Journey from Illuminating Deserts to Fueling the Economy
MGS: Historical & Future Perspective

- **1975** – Initiation with capacity of 3.5 BSCFD
- **2000** – Gas capacity increased to 6.1 BSCFD
- **2001** – HGP boost capacity to 7.7 BSCFD
- **2003** – HdGP post capacity to 9.3 BSCFD
- **2008** – KGP increased capacity to 10.4 BSCFD
- **2012** – Karan Gas increased it to 12.2 BSCFD
- **2014** – Wasit Project will boost it to 14.7 BSCFD
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